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WHAT TO DO NOW & WHERE TO GO NEXT

Coveted Countryside Escape Returns
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Big news from across the pond! The historically infamous MONKEYISLANDESTATE, Bray on the Thames, is once again
open to select guests from London and
beyond who value their own private countryside escape. Reimagined by YTL Hotels
and designed by award-winning New Yorkbased Champalimaud, the private island
is a celebration of an intriguing history
dating back 800 years, and has been the
haunt of monks, monarchs, aristocrats,
and writers alike.
Set across seven stunning acres, the
restored Monkey Island Estate boasts both
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a striking white-bricked PAVILIONAND
TEMPLE building surrounded by beautiful
English country gardens with picturesque
views of the RIVERTHAMES. The anticipated opening includes 41 boutique bedrooms and suites on this private island, as
well as six individual luxury residences
forming the rest of the estate, a modern
brasserie, and an innovative FLOATING
SPA, created by YTL Hotels’ wellness experts at SPAVILLAGE.

Operating strictly on water, The Floating Spa exists on a bespoke craed barge
with three indulgent treatment rooms,
an airy and bright wheelhouse reception,
and an ELIXIR BAR, all moored on the
banks of the island. The Floating Spa experience will be peppered with touch
points that celebrate the power of water,
taking guests beyond traditional spa oﬀerings, and on holistic voyages through the
history of the island and River Thames.
Proving its dedication to rooting the spa
in the history of the island and the natural
surroundings, Monkey Island Estate has
partnered with British spa brand MOSS
OFTHEISLES to create bespoke treatments that tap into nature’s most potent
and nourishing elements to create powerhouse formulas that transform, heal, and

